
STEM 9TH HONORS BIOLOGY/ENGLISH –  

Lassiter High School 2016 

Welcome to STEM Honors English.  For the summer of 

2016 get ready to enjoy two works that will get you 

“thinking” and set the stage for a great year in STEM 

English and STEM Biology.  Here we go… 

BOOK ONE: Nonfiction 

Read: The Omnivore’s Dilemma:  Young Readers 

Edition by Michal Pollan 

Why is this a good choice for you?  Here’s what 

Amazon reviewers say this about our summer reading 

pick: 

“The New York Times bestseller that’s changing America’s diet is now 

perfect for younger readers.  “What’s for dinner?” seemed like a 

simple question—until journalist and supermarket detective Michael 

Pollan delved behind the scenes…. [Pollan] encourages kids to 

consider the personal and global health implications of their food 

choices.” 

While you are reading do the following:  

 STEM English:   

o As you read, annotate each chapter.  For more information about annotation, click 

on this link http://faculty.bucks.edu/specpop/annotate.htm.  

o For each chapter, complete a purpose statement.  I might look like this: 

 The purpose of chapter ___ is __________________. 

Bring your purpose statements to class on the first day.  

 STEM Biology:   
- Complete the questions for Omnivore’s Dilemma. The questions are listed at the end of 

this document.   
- Then, create a Gmail account (if you don’t already have one) make sure it’s your 

account, not a shared or family account. (You will use gmail for both biology and English 
classes throughout the year.) 

- Go to google drive and create a folder with the following name “STEM Bio – First 
initial.last name” (i.e. STEM Bio – H.Johnson) 

- Share this folder with Ms. Johnson’s email: hillmariej@gmail.com 
- Place the completed Omnivore’s Dilemma chapter questions in this folder by Aug. 2nd 

 Formative Evaluation: Turn in your QUESTIONS to the google folder and bring 

your purpose statements and annotated book to English class.  

See next page for BOOK TWO! 
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STEM 9TH HONORS BIOLOGY/ENGLISH – Continued 

BOOK TWO:  Science Fiction Choice – You get to decide! Keep reading… 

We are curious --- what science fiction books do you find intriguing? 

First – spend some time understanding the definition of science fiction. It is not fantasy 

literature.  It is not nonfiction techno.  It is not a retelling of a cool movie you’ve seen.  Briefly 

research the definition of science fiction.  Report your findings on your own word document and 

let this help you with your selection.  Bring your definition to class the first day and be sure to 

cite your source.  Your definition might look like this: 

Science fiction is….[complete this idea with a good paragraph and the source cited] 

Next, select the science fiction book you want to read.  Here are some guidelines: 

1.  It must be science fiction – not fantasy – not nonfiction 

2. It must be a new experience for you – Don’t repeat something you read in middle-

school.  You are now in high school. We know and understand the works you have 

already read in middle school. Step up! 

3. Ask your parents what science fiction works were meaningful to them.  If you 

collaborate with your parents or another adult and read or re-read together, you can 

have some cool references in the fall semester. Perhaps you will read a new book 

together, or perhaps you will read a science-fiction work that they have already read 

and liked. Ask them.  

4. You may like to research Hugo Awards or popular science fiction works.  Let us 

know if you are having trouble.  FIRST – do some scouting.  

5. Your choice must be of high school reading level.  In other words, don’t pick a 

middle school book.  I trust you know the difference. 

Then, READ with ferocious attentiveness.  You will be asked to write, present, and/or discuss 

your novel in depth.  

Lastly - Talk to us– Go here and get your teachers’ and your classmates’ feedback.  

http://stemenglish.weebly.com .  We expect you to post a minimum of two original posts 

(What am I reading? What do I think so far? ) and to respond to your classmates at least twice. 

Help and encourage each other through the texts.   

Formative Evaluation:  Be prepared to turn in your definition of science fiction to your English 

teacher on the second day of school. We expect that you have accessed the blog and contributed 

two original posts and two responses to your classmates.  We should see your responses online; 

however, be prepared to show your responses to the teacher if needed.  You may be asked to 

write or present information about your novel in the first weeks of school.  

English Questions?  Contact Kim Gasaway at kim.gasaway@cobbk12.org 

Biology Questions?  Contact Hillary Johnson at Hillary.johnson@cobbk12.org 

 

 

STEM BIOLOGY QUESTIONS ON OMNIVORE’S DILEMMA – SEE NEXT PAGE 
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OMNIVORE’S DILEMMA – STEM BIOLOGY QUESTIONS 

INTRODUCTION 

1. Define the terms carnivore, omnivore, and herbivore. Give an example of each.  

2. What is a food chain? What are the main components of a typical food chain?  

 

 

PART ONE - The Industrial Meal: Food from Corn 

 

Ch. 1 – How Corn Took Over America 

1. Write the formula for photosynthesis and brief summary of the process.  

2. How are biologists able to determine how much corn we eat? 

 

Ch. 2 – The Farm 

1. What is hybrid corn? Explain what is meant by the term “hybrid” and how scientists created 

hybrid corn.  

2. Explain the advantage of crop diversity from an ecological standpoint. Why is yearly crop 

rotation important to farmers who only plant one crop per field? 

 

Ch. 3 – From Farm to Factory 

1. Define the term “fossil fuels” and give several examples. What role do fossil fuels have in 

industrial farming? 

2. What are the benefits and drawbacks to using fossil fuels for farming? 

3. The book mentions a “dead zone” in the Gulf of Mexico. What is the biological term for the 

buildup of algae from accumulation of toxins? What does the algae do to make this area a dead 

zone? 

 

Ch. 4 – The Grain Elevator 

1. Research three environmental conditions that are a direct result of planting nothing but corn.  

2. Look at the pie chart on page 58. How is corn primarily used in this country?  

 

Ch. 5 – The Feedlot, Turning Corn into Meat 

1. What is a CAFO and what have CAFO’s allowed farmers to do? 

2. How does the diet of feedlot cows impact the average cow? Discuss the differences of food 

types and resulting illness to the cows.  

 

Ch. 6 – Processed Food 

1. The food industry calls all the different corn food products “fractions.” List 4 major fractions and 

a major food example of each one.  

2. The end of the chapter discusses resistant starch. What health issues do you foresee with the 

addition of this to our foods? Find 3 foods that contain it.  

 

 



Ch. 7 – Fat from Corn 

1. What is type-II diabetes and how does someone get this disease? (Please give a scientific 

explanation and cite the resource(s) you used.) 

2. The average person needs 2,000 calories. Go to ____ and calculate your daily caloric needs.  

 

Ch. 8 – The Omnivore’s Dilemma 

1. Describe the adaptations of the human body that fit the omnivore diet. How is our sweet tooth 

instinct specifically impacted? 

2. How has the discovery of cooking impacted our diet? Find 2 other food examples (not 

mentioned in the book) that are toxic or poisonous before cooking.  

 

Ch. 9 – My Fast-food Meal 

1. What is TBHQ? Why is it still in our food? Find 2 other similar products in our food which are not 

technically safe for consumption.  

2. Explain the relationship between HFCS and childhood obesity.  

 

 

PART TWO - The Industrial Organic Meal 

 

Ch. 10 – Big Organic 

1. Summarize the timeline of organic food’s introduction into society.  

2. What do you think...is there actually such a thing as eating organic processed food? Why or why 

not? 

3. Earthbound farms produces organic greens. Why are they still harming the environment? 

 

Ch. 11 – More Big Organic 

1. Why will all the chickens get sick if one gets sick? What does “they are all alike” mean? 

2. What do the numbers on a bag of fertilizer represent? 

3. Why is organic industrial farming still bad for the environment? 

 

 

PART THREE - The Local Sustainable Meal: Food from Grass 

 

Ch. 12 – Polyface Farm 

1. What is the benefit of the farm field grazing rotation at Polyface Farms? 

2. After reading this chapter, write your own definition of organic. 

 

Ch. 13 – Grass 

1. What is the law of the second bite? What happens when factory farms don’t follow this? 

2. What does the term biodiversity mean? What effect does biodiversity have on this farm? 

 



Ch. 14 – Animals 

1. Describe what is meant by “birds following herbivores”. List two other examples in nature not 

already listed in the book.  

2. How do the organic methods of Polyface farm continue during the winter months? 

Ch. 15 – The Slaughterhouse 

1. What are the USDA rules for slaughtering chickens? (You will have to look this up.) 

2. What happens to the chicken waste (legs, feathers, blood, etc.) at Polyface farms versus other 

factory-type farms? 

 

Ch. 16 – The Market 

1. What is meant by “the non-barcode people”? 

2. Farmer’s markets and farm-to-table restaurants are becoming more and more common. Find 3 

local farm markets and/or farm-to-table restaurants and list their names and addresses. Visit 

one of these and share your experience on the STEM blog.  

 

Ch. 17 – My Grass-fed Meal 

1. Grass-fed animals have high levels of beta-carotene, vitamin E, and folic acid, among other 

things. What does our body specifically use each of these three chemical for? 

2. Why do some scientists think there are higher levels of heart disease in our country? 

 

 

PART FOUR - The Do-it-Yourself meal: Hunted, Gathered, & Gardened Food 

 

Ch. 18 – The Forest 

1. Compare past hunter-gatherers to current “civilized” people. 

2. What is considered to be part II of the Omnivore’s dilemma? 

 

Ch. 19 – Eating Animals 

1. What is the morale debate regarding the suffering of animals? 

2. What is the vegetarian’s dilemma? 

3. Instead of using the word “suffering,” what word does the food industry use? What solutions do 

they offer for this term? 

4. Summarize the slaughter process of cattle.  

 

Ch. 20 – Hunting 

1. Describe how wild pigs were introduced to the environment? 

2. How did they “dress” the pig they killed? 

 

Ch. 21 – Gathering 

1. Where does the chanterelle grow? 

2. How does the function of fungi compare to plants? 



3. What is the relationship between morels and forest fires? 

 

Ch. 22 – The Perfect Meal 

1. Why was the do-it-yourself meal the perfect meal? 

2. Why is the industrial food chain so much more expensive that the do-it-yourself meal? 
 

 

 


